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Prayer phenomenon

This article from the perspective of psychology and phenomenology 
of religion analyzes an important element of global and national religion 
– prayer. Considering the prayer in the context of religious beliefs, and 
the cult, authors tries to reveal its unique features. Along with this, the au-
thors, focuses on prayer and its stages of development reveals the kinds of 
prayers, role in the formation of religious individuals and groups.

The authors analyzes the views of scholars on the genesis and evolu-
tion of the prayer, authors came to the conclusion that the origins of this 
phenomenon is closely connected with the belief of human in supernatural 
force, in sacred. The relation of man to the sacred is the basis of prayer and 
composes its essential specificity.

The authors comparing prayer with widely ubiquitous phenomenon in 
the Kazakh tradition “bata”, come to the conclusion that the original mean-
ing of the “bata” was identical to prayer. However, with the proliferation 
and adoption of Islam its original meaning has been postponed and the 
“bata” has gained character unrelated to religion, everyday phenomenon.

At the end of the article the authors analyzes the most common kinds 
of prayers and thus tend to show the role and importance of prayer in the 
worship system.
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Дұғa фе но ме ні

Мaқaлaдa әлем дік жә не ұлт тық дін дер дің мaңыз ды эле мен ті 
– дұғa фе но ме ні не дін пси хо ло гиясы мен фе но ме но ло гиясы тұр ғы-
сынaн дінтaну лық тaлдaу жaсaлғaн. Мaқaлaдa aвторлар дұғaның ді ни 
ілім мен ғибaдaт кон тек сін де қaрaстырa оты рып, оның өзін дік ерек-
ше лік те рін aшуғa тaлпынaды. Со ны мен қaтaр дұғa үде рі сі нің ке зең-
де рі мен тип те рін aйқындaй оты рып, оның же ке тұлғa мен ді ни топ 
діндaрлы ғы ның қaлыптaсуын дaғы ор ны көр се ті ле ді.

Aвторлaр дұғaның пaйдa бо лып, дaмуын  тaлдaғaн ғалымдардың 
көзқaрaстaрынa тоқтaлa оты рып, дұғaның қaйнaр кө зін aдaмның 
қaсиет ті лік ке де ген қaтынaсы мен бaйлaныс тырaды. Aдaмның тыл-
сым күш ке, қaсиет ті лік ке қaтынaсы дұғaның не гі зін де жaтaды жә не 
оның мән дік ерек ше лі гін құрaйды. Со ны мен қaтaр aвторлaр дұғa фе-
но ме нін қaзaқ хaлқы ның дәс тү рін де кең кө рі ніс тaпқaн бaтaмен  де 
сaлыс тырa қaрaстырaды. Бaтaның бaстaпқы мaғынaсы (кө не түр кі лік 
дү ниетaным мен нaным-се нім дер де гі мә ні) дұғaмен сәй кес кел ге ні-
мен, ке йін  (ислaмның тaрaлуы мен ор ны ғуы ке зе ңін де) оның дұғaлық 
сипaты ке йін ге ығыс ты ры лып, бaтa дін мен ті ке лей бaйлaныс ты емес 
күн де лік ті тұр мыс тық өмір дің құ бы лы сынa aйнaлaды. 

Мaқaлaдa aвторлaр дұғaның бір не ше түр ле рі не тоқтaлып, 
олaрдың өзін дік сипaты мен ерек ше лік те рін aшaды жә не сол aрқы-
лы олaрдың құл шы лық ғибaдaттaрдaғы орны мен мaңы зын көр се ту ге 
тaлпынaды.

Тү йін  сөз дер: дұғa, фе но мен, дін, пси хо ло гия, ислaм.

Зaтов К.A., Ишмaхaнов Ж., 
Нұрлaн Ә.

Фе но мен мо лит вы

В стaтье с по зи ции пси хо ло гии и фе но ме но ло гии ре ли гии aнaли-
зи рует ся вaжный эле мент ми ро вых и нaционaль ных ре ли гий – мо-
литвa. Рaссмaтривaя мо лит ву в кон текс те ре ли ги оз но го ве роуче ния 
и куль тa, aвторы пытaют ся выя вить ее своеобрaзные осо бен нос ти. 
Нaря ду с этим, aкцен ти руя внимa ние нa стaдиях рaзви тия мо лит вы 
и ее видaх, рaск рывaется роль мо лит вы в фор ми ровa нии ре ли ги оз-
ной лич нос ти и груп пы. Aвто ры, aнaли зи руя вз гля ды уче ных от но си-
тель но ге не зисa и эво лю ции мо лит вы, при хо дят к вы во ду, что ис то ки 
дaнно го фе но менa тес но связaны с ве рой че ло векa в свер хъес тес-
тест вен ную си лу, в свя щен ное. От но ше ние че ло векa к свя щен но му 
ле жит в ос но ве мо лит вы и сос тав ляет ее сущ ност ную спе ци фи ку. 

Aвто ры стaтьи, со постaвляя мо лит ву с ши ро ко рaсп рострaнне-
ным в кaзaхс кой трaди ции фе но ме ном «бaтa», при хо дят к вы во ду, 
что изнaчaль ный смысл бaтa бы л тож дест вен нен мо лит ве. Однaко по 
ме ре рaспрострaне ния и ут ве рж де ния ислaмa ее изнaчaль ный смысл 
был отод ви нут и бaтa приоб рел хaрaктер, не с вязaнный с ре ли гией 
пов сед нев но го фе но менa.

В кон це стaтьи aвто ры aнaли зи руют нaибо лее рaсп рострaне нные 
ви ды мо литв и тем сaмым ст ре мят ся покaзaть роль и знaче ние мо литв 
в сис те ме ре ли ги оз но го пок ло не ния.

Клю че вые словa: мо литвa, фе но мен, ре ли гия, пси хо ло гия, ислaм.
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PRAYER PHENOMENON Prayer is one of the most important phenomena of religion. 
Prayer is used in the sense of the request. In Islam, a person asks 
the Creator - Allah to protect himself and his relatives from various 
dangers or asks for support in a risky business, and through prayer, 
there is boundless love and gratitude to God. [1].

If in that prayer is a petition of religious scholars and theologians 
agree in opinion, then in matters of origin, formation and develop-
ment they diverge. Some religious scholars and religious psycholo-
gists scholars associate the origins of prayer with magic. “As a spe-
cial religious ritual in primitive society, prayer arose on the basis of 
verbal magic (the magic of words.) Initially, as a verbal component, 
it entered the ritual of sacrifice” [2]. In the opinion of D.M. Ug-
rinovich later prayer separated from the sacrifice and became part 
of many religions, including Christianity. A.A. Radugin supports 
this approach. “The evolution of religious rituals was on the path of 
their spiritualization. The peak of this path is prayer – the person’s 
verbal attitude toward his object of prayer. Ethnographers believe 
that prayer is an element of the verbal magic of pagan religion [3]. 
Another part of the scholars of religion, while recognizing the con-
nection between prayer and sacrifice, does not agree with the origin 
of religion from magic. “Evolutionary theories of the 19th century 
viewed prayer as an intermediate phenomenon in the development 
of religious magic, and such theories describes prayer as one of the 
stages of the development of magic ignoring the personal aspects 
of magic, even if one of the researchers proves that in a chrono-
logical sequence the magical words were the forerunners of prayer, 
It would not be right to regard prayer as a subsequent evolution of 
magic. It must be considered the origins of the origin of prayer in 
religious faith, in the awareness of the existence of the sacredness 
[4]. As a religious phenomenon, prayer is closely connected with 
religious faith. In prayer, the psychoemotional aspect of religion 
comes to the fore in comparison with the cognitive aspect. Feelings 
and emotions play a huge role in religion. To determine the place 
of feelings and emotions in religion, one must consider their pecu-
liarities. Here we will focus on two aspects of emotional phenom-
ena. First, the psychological content of emotional phenomena, the 
second belonging to a particular object. Psychological feelings are 
divided into positive and negative in terms of content. Compared to 
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cognitive processes, emotions (reflection) describes 
the objects of the environment, and also provide ac-
cess to these funds. The peculiarity of the object of 
religious faith is associated with its transcendence. 
But transcendence, if it does not increase the value, 
does not reduce its content (in the minds of believ-
ers). In this regard, the content of religious feelings 
is determined by its orientation. In prayer, the feel-
ings and consciousness of the believer is directed 
towards God, the Creator or something sacred and 
contains the following Psychoemotional feelings: 
love, worship, sinfulness, obedience, anxieties and 
desires. Some researchers view feelings as one of 
the most important and basic elements of religion. 
According to the Danish philosopher and psycholo-
gist G. Goffding, feelings are an important part of all 
religions and religious movements. All concepts are 
grounded in feelings and subject to them. W. James 
also spoke the same. In his opinion, “Feelings are 
the beginning of religion and that philosophical, 
theological justifications came from this” [5]. From 
these mentions we see that in the evolution of reli-
gion the religious feeling plays the role an “initial 
impulse”. Through faith reflected in religious feel-
ing, the believer tries to establish a deep connection 
with the object of faith and this is reflected in reli-
gious practice. Since the religious feeling is com-
pletely individual, subjective, the verbal description 
of this process is limited. Any religion is mystical, 
esoteric. But nevertheless, any religion sets a goal 
to open to many people. The massization of religion 
engenders the need for the verbalization of religion. 
Hence religions from the language of the senses are 
translated into the language of logic. After the ap-
pearance of religion in the language of logic, philo-
sophical and theological concepts began to arise. 
As W. James said: the ratio of the original religious 
feeling and philosophical, theological concepts are 
similar to the relationship between the original and 
its translation. Because, in religion there is always a 
mystery. The further we are from the sacred source 
and the spiritual beginning, the more attraction to 
this mystery. Sacred books and tafsirs of any reli-
gion are evidence of this.

Acts of worship in religion as well as prayer 
consider the belonging of a person as one of the 
emotional beginnings. Prayer establishes a connec-
tion between the Creator and his creation. In prayer, 
a person feels his dependence on God. In the per-
son in the process of prayer, fear and petition, fear 
and inspiration, sinfulness and deliverance from sin 
are reflected. Religious feeling is always directed 
towards the sacred and its content is manifested 
through the holy. Here we fully support the view of 

W. James that the peculiarity of religious feelings is 
not in their content, but in their orientation, special 
religious objects.

Some of the western psychologists, in the pro-
cess of studying the historical development of man-
kind, noticed that religious feelings undergo changes 
during the course of efolution. According to J. Leu-
ba, the general trend of changing religious feelings 
is associated with a sense of fear in primitive society 
and those negative thoughts, most likely, gradually 
Admiration, satisfaction, which is associated with 
the displacement of negative emotions, such as the 
fear of love. This shift took place gradually in the 
course of historical progress and the evolution of 
religion [6]. However, this does not mean that reli-
gious feelings will dissipate negative emotions. Of 
course, the fear of God’s wrath is also an import-
ant religious feeling of religion, the actions and in-
tentions of man, thought and speech is an effective 
tool for internal control. Nevertheless, in the con-
cept of a religious sense of the believer, God is as-
sociated with positive emotions. The praying person 
hopes that his mistakes and sins will be forgiven. 
P. Johnson believes that in any religion, compared 
with hopelessness, anger prevails faith, hope and 
love. When the interaction of positive and negative 
religious feelings is concerned, we must take into 
account the situation, the mood of the individual. 
Also we must not forget about what principles and 
teachings, emotions form a religious community in 
the consciousness of the individual. If in traditional 
religions at the present stage the main attention is 
paid to the formation of a positive emotional mood 
(here we rely on the mood during the Juma Namaz 
and did not take into account individual situations), 
then in negative organizations negative emotions 
predominate (based on recent research in this field).

Psychological research in the field of religion 
distinguishes two types of religious mood. The first 
is a stable religious mood, formed under the influ-
ence of a religious community or family. The second 
- situational religious mood is formed under the in-
fluence of events that took place in the life of a be-
liever or a religious community (loss of loved ones, 
serious illness, family conflicts).

Religious mood is a manifestation of a reli-
gious person. The Marxist methodology came to 
the forefront, which viewed religion as a form of 
social consciousness (often false or distorted with 
a predominance of mirage and illusion). This meth-
odological approach does not take into account the 
sufficient autonomy of the individual. Of course, it 
is not worthwhile to refute the influence of the so-
cial environment (family, religious group) in the 
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process of the formation of religiosity. Nevertheless, 
the formation of religiosity is due, first of all, to the 
psychotic peculiarity of the personality. The ability 
to analyze accumulated knowledge and experience, 
contribute to an independent evaluation of religious 
teachings and religious beliefs. Man himself is able 
to assimilate, accept or not accept the religious ideas 
offered to him in his worldview. In the history of 
religion, such phenomena occur frequently. Thus, 
analyzing the influence of social and psychological 
factors, we are not talking about which of them is 
the main one, and which is secondary, it is import-
ant to focus attention on their interconnection and 
the nature of the completeness. Because, in truth, 
these two factors have always been closely related. 
between themselves.

We can not define prayer as an inalienable attrib-
ute of religion or as purely social or psychological 
reasons. The form of prayer can be agreed by so-
cial factors (it can vary depending on the religious 
tradition), but its content is always individual. In its 
content reflect the psychological characteristics of 
the individual, personal experiences, desires.

The researchers of the psychology of religion 
associate prayer with the compensatory function of 
religion. “In terms of the psychological function of 
prayer or worship is a unique way to get rid of accu-
mulated negative thoughts. The believer pray in the 
hope that God will save them from suffering, misery 
and disease. Prayer and faith in the omnipotence of 
God bring them psychological relief and comfort. 
This is the mechanism of the socio-psychological 
catharsis of religion.” [7]. The refutation of the in-
fluence of religion (positive or negative) on the hu-
man psyche is not logical. However, limiting prayer 
as a function of achieving relief or equating to that 
is not correct. Potmu that prayer is not a sytual, but 
a permanent component of religion. A compensatory 
or soothing function of religion can be situational. 
Prayer not only relieves unpleasant emotions, but 
also provides long-term internal psychological sta-
bility. A believing person hopes for God not only 
during difficult periods of his life, but also in every-
day life. The phenomenon of prayer was formed on 
the basis of the theoretical and methodological ori-
entation of Marxism and Freudianism on the basis 
of a centuries-old Western and Soviet view. Freud-
ianism views religion as a manifestation of neurosis, 
and worship and ritual as a way of getting rid of this 
psychological state. Marxism viewed religion as a 
form of dependence and in the process of knowing 
the essence of this dependence mankind will get 
rid of religion and will get real freedom. These two 
directions, being formed in the West and becom-

ing the theoretical and methodological paradigm of 
scientific understanding of religion, have long been 
prevailing in the socio-humanitarian direction of 
science. Since the religious phenomena have em-
braced the deep and very subtle realms of human 
existence, a rational and logical description and in-
terpretation of this phenomenon always faces some 
limitations. Not taking into account such facts can 
lead to a misunderstanding or assessment of such a 
complex phenomenon as religion. We must not deny 
the scientific study of religion, but we must not for-
get that any scientific conclusion or theory can have 
its limitations and be inferior. 

Prayer and other religious rituals are aimed at 
providing internal psychological stability to the in-
dividual and society. As for the concept of homeo-
stasis in biology used in religion, any living organ-
ism seeks internal stability and this stability is a 
necessary condition for existence. Similarly, if re-
ligion provides stability in society (one of the first 
to draw attention to this is Emile Durkheim), then 
prayer is aimed at ensuring the person’s mental sta-
bility. If in the Middle Ages in the west this function 
was performed by priests, now psychotherapists and 
various psychics are engaged in this function.

The above-described compensatory or sooth-
ing functions of religion are characteristic of the 
Christian environment. Because, in Christianity, 
the concept of sin and redemption is present in the 
mind of the believer. The main idea of Christian-
ity is the original sin and the atonement of this sin 
by Jesus. Therefore, in every Christian there is sin-
fulness and guilt. Every Christian feels sin before 
Jesus, who must atone for it. Christian confession 
and prayer help get rid of sin and provide inner 
harmony to the believer (perform the function of 
catharsis). But a strong emphasis on sin and sin-
fulness can lead to neurosis and obsessive states. 
(Now many destructive organizations instill in their 
adherents a sense of sinfulness and as an opportu-
nity to get rid of this they impose various kinds of 
imitative psychotechnics.Thus they involve believ-
ers in their ranks).

Preservation of psychoemotional stability and 
harmony is a natural need inherent in human nature. 
For many years, religion was the main mechanism 
for ensuring this stability and harmony. No secular 
ethic and morality could replace religion as well as 
modern psychotechnics can not replace prayer. In 
the solution of human psychological problems, one 
must combine knowledge of religion and psychol-
ogy. At the present pace of the development of the 
world, the synergy of faith and knowledge can meet 
the spiritual and psychological requirements of man.
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Researchers linking prayer with feelings high-
light several of its stages. In terms of the intensity 
of emotional processes in the first stage of prayer is 
characterized by a gradual increase in emotionality. 
During this period negative emotions predominate 
in the mind of the worshiper. A priest or preacher 
invites you to repent of your sins and calm down. 
In such a situation, after a psychological impact on 
a believer, he can feel and repent of his sin, pray for 
forgiveness and often even cry.

The second stage is characterized by reaching 
the end of prayer and emotional uplift. For many Or-
thodox and Catholics, this manifests itself in tears, 
inner feelings go away and peace comes, the guilt 
is replaced by joy and gratitude. In ecstatic sects 
and cults, the culmination of prayer is in the form of 
ecstasy, separation from the environment, mystical 
scenes.

The third and last stage is characterized by sta-
ble, positive feelings. If you believe the words of 
believers, then at this stage, as a result of prayer, the 
spirituality, specialization and calmness of the hu-
man soul take place [8].

Prayer affects the emotional state of a person 
and can cause different feelings. But prayer does 
not go into the altered state of human conscious-
ness and in this is its difference from meditation. A 
person praying, passing through deep feelings dur-
ing prayer, remains fully conscious. A uniting and 
meditative states translate a person into an altered 
state of consciousness and alienation from the en-
vironment. In the process of meditation, one’s own 
self merges with the Absolute (or is aimed at merg-
ing). Also, meditation, unlike prayer, is character-
ized by the use of various psychotechnics (repetition 
of mantras, dances, etc.) Meditation is peculiar to 
mystical religions. In the process of prayer, the dis-
tance between man and God is maintained. A person 
feels the power of God and his helplessness. During 
prayer, a person asks only for good. The collection 
of prayers of Javshan al-Kabirde is widely spread in 
Islam: Oh, Lord of all Gods,

Oh, opening all the doors of the world,
Oh, the Creator, the cause of all causes,
Oh, who gives all the benefits and prosperity
Oh, guiding truth and justice
Oh, creating clouds from nothing
O, the sight of the unseeing compassion
O, who makes fair decisions,
Oh, the end point of everything and everything
Oh, forgiving sins and soothing

O Allah, the Lord you are perfect!
There is no other God but you!
We pray mercy, save us from the fire of hell! 

[9]. The purpose of these prayers is to ask God for 
the happiness of two worlds. The text of the prayer 
shows the focus of the author’s consciousness on 
God. Here in prayer the main feature is preserved - a 
petition from God. Also in prayer are attributes of 
God. 

n the Kazakh world view, a phenomenon simi-
lar to prayer is called “Bata”. In the Cultural and 
Philosophical Encyclopedia the following is said: 
“Bata is an expression of a sincere wish for a per-
son, formed in the traditional culture of the Kazakh 
people. Bata - protects against misfortunes, opens 
roads, empowers you with strength. Also, Bata can 
be sent to ancestors.” [10]. Bata is a phenomenon 
closely connected with the religious beliefs of an-
cient Turks before the appearance of Islam. The 
original meaning of Bath is similar to that of prayer. 
In the modern Kazakh worldview, Bata was formed 
as an integral part of the traditions of the Kazakh 
people. If prayer is an attribute of religion, but Bata 
is not endowed with such a feature. Bath is not asso-
ciated with religion and takes place in everyday life.

Religious scholars distinguish the following 
types of prayers:

Prayers of supplication. In them, a man asks 
God for good wishes. Such prayers are related to a 
person’s needs. In such prayers, people usually ask 
for health, prosperity, justice for themselves and 
their loved ones. 

Prayer of comfort. In such prayers a person rec-
ognizes his sin and asks for forgiveness from God. 
In Islam, attention is drawn to the fact that one 
should not commit sins, but some of them he does 
from ignorance. The believer asks to forgive himself 
and other people.

Prayers aimed at the greatness of God. In this 
prayer of the faithful praises God, describes his 
justice, greatness, generosity.

Prayer of gracefulness for what you have. In this 
prayer, a man thanks God for all that he gave him.

Types of prayer are closely related to religious 
rituals. Prayers allowed in some religions can be 
reserved in others. In Christianity, prayer to spirits is 
widespread. In Islam, it is strictly forbidden to pray to 
anyone other than Allah. Also, prayers are group and 
individual. Group prayers are performed at meetings 
of religious communities, and individual prayers are 
performed depending on the needs of the believer.
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